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An aerostructural numerical model of a two-dimensional morphing laminar wing prototype is built and validated

for different flight conditions:Mach numbers ranging from0.2 to 0.3 and angles of attack ranging from�1 to 2�. The

active structure of the wing is modeled using the ANSYS commercial finite element software. The aerostructural

interaction is achieved by coupling the XFoil free-license aerodynamic solver to ANSYS. This model is used to

minimize the drag force under constant-lift conditions during wind-tunnel testing using a two-step optimization

algorithm (global and local search). The wake pressure wind-tunnel measurements show that extrados morphing

results in an average 18.5% drag reduction for eight flow cases covering the flow condition range of interest.

Simultaneously, the infrared thermography measurements record an average laminar flow extension of 25% of the

wing chord over the upper wing surface. The experimental and numerical results are in good agreement, thus

validating the use of an aerostructural model to efficiently manage the shape of a morphing laminar wing.

Nomenclature

b = airfoil span, mm
c = airfoil chord, mm
Cl = lift coefficient
Cp = pressure coefficient, �p � p1�=q1
M = Mach number
p = static pressure, Pa
p1 = freestream pressure, Pa
q1 = freestream dynamic pressure, 0:5 � �1 � V2

1, Pa
S = wing surface area, m2

V1 = freestream velocity, m=s
x = chordwise distance from airfoil leading edge, mm
xtr = transition point location from airfoil leading edge, mm
� = angle of attack, �

�Cd = drag coefficient reduction during wing morphing
� = vertical displacement imposed by actuator, mm
�1 = freestream air density, kg=m3

I. Introduction

E NVIRONMENTAL concerns have led to calls for cleaner and
quieter aircraft and for diminishing the aviation industry’s

dependence on petroleum. Based on the study performed by the
International Council on Clean Transportation [1], average fuel
consumption (on both a seat � km and ton � km basis) of commercial
jet aircraft was reduced by 51% from 1960 to 2008. It is claimed that
the introduction of widebody aircraft and high-bypass-ratio
turbofans are the two major breakthrough technologies that have

contributed to the doubling of the average efficiency of aircraft in the
past 50 years.

The International Air Transport Association [2] predicts that
morphing wings will be one of the next breakthrough technologies,
thanks to the availability of higher fidelity numerical models and the
increasing use of composite materials. Even now, an increasing
number of morphing wing concepts, such as the FlexSys mission
adaptative compliant wing (MACW), the NextGen batwing
morphing concept, and the NASA morphing aircraft are appearing
in the literature [3]. Four years ago, the Consortium for Research and
Innovation in Aerospace in Quebec (CRIAQ) initiated a research
project to demonstrate the feasibility of the morphing wing
technology to extend the laminar flow on the wing upper surface
under subsonic cruise flight conditions (CRIAQ7.1) [4]. This project
was completed in 2009, with the results [5–12] offering new
perspectives for the development of such morphing technology at
higher technology readiness levels (TRLs) (5< TRL < 6).

In the framework of the CRIAQ7.1 project, an experimental
morphing laminar wing (MLW) with a 500-mm-chord length and a
990.6-mm-span length was designed, manufactured, and tested in a
subsonic wind tunnel. The concept is shown in Fig. 1, and it consists
of a supercritical airfoil with a flexible extrados capable of adapting
its shape to the variable flow conditions in order to increase the
natural laminar flow over the wing’s upper surface. The flow
conditions of interest ranged fromMach numbers 0.2 to 0.3 (in 0.025
increments), and the angles of attack varied between �1 and 2� (in
0.5� increments), for a total of 35 cases. The flexible extrados was
made from a four-ply composite laminate shell attached to the
leading edge and to a compensation spring at the aft end to ensure
profile tangency. Two linear-shaped memory alloy (SMA) actuators
were used to morph the two-dimensional wing profile. The number
of actuators and the number of plies were two independent design
variables chosen to offer the best tradeoff between the aerodynamic
performance of the morphing wing and the mechanical work
provided by the actuation system to morph the extrados. This
multicriterion optimization task was performed using the ANSYS
finite element software and the XFoil aerodynamic flow solver [5].
The experimental MLW was assembled and tested in the subsonic
wind tunnel located at the Institute for Aerospace Research of the
National Research Council, Canada (NRC).∗∗ This closed-circuit
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wind tunnel has a 2 � 3 m test section operating under atmospheric
conditions with speed uniformity of�0:07% and 0.14% turbulence
intensity.

When a morphing wing prototype is tested in a wind tunnel or in
flight, the wing shape may be controlled using either open-loop or
closed-loop approaches. Generally, an open-loop control approach is
used to characterize structural integrity (Lockheed Martin morphing
aircraft [13]) or aeroelastic behavior (NextGen morphing aircraft
structure [14]) of a developed morphing wing concept. In both of the
previously mentioned cases, the morphing wing prototypes were
successfully tested in the NASALangley Research Center Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel for several morphing configurations using open-
loop controllers.

To control the shape of a morphing wing prototype in flight, both
types of controllers can also be used. For example, two open-loop
control techniques have been proposed to optimize the shape of a
morphing wing. The first technique relies on a design-of-experiment
(DOE) approach. To find the best trailing-edge morphing flap
deflection thatminimizes the lift-to-drag ratio, theMACWofHetrick
et al. [15] was tested during 27 h of flight. The open-loop controller
repetitively commanded a significant set of morphing configurations
over the range of flight conditions of interest. From the results, the
authors pretend that MACW can achieve a 15% increase in aircraft
endurance by continuously optimizing the lift-to-drag ratio. The
major drawback of such a procedure is that a large amount of time is
required to pass through the test matrix. The DOE approach was not
compatible with the CRIAQ7.1 budget available for wind-tunnel
testing, with its 35 flow conditions to be studied, and was therefore
rejected.

The second open-loop optimization technique relies on the
predictions of a numerical model. Strelec et al. [16] used an
aerothermomechanical model to optimize the design variables of
their SMA actuated reconfigurable airfoil in order to maximize the
lift-to-drag ratio for 3�-angle-of-attack subsonic flow conditions.
Tested in a low-speed wind tunnel, the wing was actuated to the
single deformed configuration using an open-loop controller.
Unfortunately, themeasured aerodynamic performancewas less than
expected due to prototype manufacturing issues.

However, to optimize the shape of a morphing wing prototype in
flight, the closed-loop control approach appears to be more
beneficial, because it uses hardware in the loop to continuously
measure the wing performance. One of the first relevant examples of
this approach is the wind-tunnel test of a computer-controlled self-
optimizing flexible technology wing model. This work, realized by
Levinsky and Palko in 1979 [17], used the wind-tunnel balance to
close the loop and an iterative algorithm to optimize the stroke of six
actuators that control the wing shape. A nearly 10% drag reduction
was achieved in the transonic wind tunnel at constant-lift conditions.
In the field of micro air vehicles, Boria et al. [18] also used this
approach to maximize the lift-to-drag ratio of the morphing
Zimmerman planform wing. However, despite the positive results
obtained, the authors concluded that, given the inherent complexity
of the hardware in the loop, an open-loop approach could have led to
similar results.

This work is limited to an open-loop morphing wing control
approach as afirst step in the development of aMLWcontrol strategy.
A closed-loopMLW control approach was tested by the authors, and
the results obtained are submitted for publication elsewhere [11,12].
In the following sections, a structural finite element model (ANSYS)
and an aerodynamic two-dimensional panel method code with
integral boundary-layer theory (XFoil) are presented separately and
then in a coupled formulation. First, an overview of the ANSYS
model and its validation under wind-off conditions is given. Then, to
evaluate the effect of the finite-element-model (FEM) discrepancies
on the aerodynamic performance predictions, the XFoil 6.96
aerodynamic solver is used. The aerostructural interaction useswind-
tunnel empirical correlation data to apply true aerodynamic loads
over the flexible extrados. A convergence study of the aerostructural
model is performed, and the results obtained are validated by the
wind-tunnel-measured aerodynamic pressure distributions over the
prototype extrados. To find the actuator strokes that maximize the
aerodynamic performance of the MLW prototype, a two-step
optimization procedure using the aerostructural model is discussed.
The first step is based on a generalized pattern search using a
MATLAB-supported algorithm, and the second step uses a local
search algorithm specifically developed for this application.
Furthermore, wind-tunnel-measured balance forces, wake pressures,
and infrared (IR) thermography data are compared with the
numerically predicted results. Finally, recommendations are drawn
and extrapolated to real aircraft applications.

II. Structural Finite Element Model

The FEM of the flexible structure, built in ANSYS software,
includes spanwise stiffeners and several transmission components,
such as pivot axes and cranks (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 MLW concept with active extrados [6].

Fig. 2 Structural FEM.
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A. Validation of Reference Prototype Geometry

The unmorphed geometry of the manufactured prototype was
measured using a Mitutoyo BRT-Strato 7106 coordinate-measuring
machine (Fig. 3a) and then comparedwith the targeted geometry (see
Fig. 3b) to implement the measured deviations into the structural
FEM solver.

B. Validation of Finite-Element-Model Force-Displacement Response

To ensure that the flexible-structure FEM is accurate in terms of its
structural response, its force-displacement behavior was verified
experimentally. Figure 4 presents a schematic illustration of the test
bench containing the flexible structure with four anchor points: the
rigid link (1), two actuator lines (2 and 3), and a compensation spring
(4). Displacements of the flexible structure were measured using a
linear potentiometer (6). The SMA actuation systemwas replaced by

a manual screwdriving system (7) containing a load cell (5) to
measure the actuation force.

The force-displacement curves presented in Figs. 5a and 5b were
obtained by driving one actuation line between its displacement
limits while restraining another actuation line. The force-
displacement response of the active structure (EXP_act1&2) was
compared with the numerical predictions (FE_act1&2). It can be
observed that the model adequately predicts the overall behavior of
the flexible extrados, except for the hysteresis caused by friction in
the power transmission system. Consequently, the load-free position
of each actuation line at the end of the loading–unloading cycle does
not correspond to zero, and a negative force of nearly 100 N must be
applied to return the extrados to its reference position. Considering
that the SMA actuation system is displacement-controlled in using a
linear potentiometer feedback signal, the SMA wire heating and
cooling temperatures are automatically regulated to compensate for
the mechanical hysteresis [10].

C. Validation of Finite-Element-Model Shape Modification Response

Under Actuation

Tovalidate the numericalmodel in terms of its ability to predict the
shape modifications of the active structure, a custom-designed laser
profilometer was built (see Fig. 6a). The coordinates of the extrados
profile were collected using two measuring devices: an optical shaft
encoder (Sumtak LBL-015-1000) and a mobile laser displacement
sensor (Wenglor CP35MHT80), aligned along the chord X and the
thickness Z axes of the wing, respectively. Thickness modifications
under actuation were measured experimentally and calculated
numerically by subtracting the unmorphed profile coordinates form
themorphed profile coordinates (see the two upper curves in Fig. 6b).
The deviations (see the two lower curves in Fig. 6b)were obtained by
subtracting the experimental thickness modifications from those

Fig. 3 Unmorphed profile characterization: a) coordinatemeasuringmachine setup and b) deviation of themanufactured from the designed (targeted)

reference profile.

Fig. 4 Force-displacement test bench for the active structure.

Fig. 5 Force-displacement diagrams: a) first and b) second actuation lines (EXP: experimental; FE: calculated data).
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predicted numerically. Two sets of actuator displacements were used
for this validation. First, the SMA actuators deformed the extrados
close to the full stroke of 8 mm (first set: �1 � 6:37 and �2 � 7:68).
The displacements were then adjusted to approximately one half of
the previous values (second set: �1 � 3:94 and �2 � 3:83). As can be
observed in Fig. 6b, the geometrical deviations vary between �0:12
and 	0:14 mm for the first 250 mm of the chord length and reach
	0:59 mm closer to the aft end of the flexible extrados. For each
portion of the chord delimited by the flexible extrados attachment
points, the minimum or maximum numerical thickness deviations
are given as a percentile of the applied strokes: �1, ��1 	 �2�=2, or �2.

D. Aerodynamic Effects of Deviations Between

Finite-Element-Model Predictions and Experiments

To quantify the effect of deviations between structural model
predictions and experiments on the aerodynamic performance of the
wing prototype, computational fluid dynamic analyses were carried
out using XFoil 6.96 [19]. This code, written byMark Drela in 1986,
uses a high-resolution panel method with a Karman–Tsien com-
pressibility correction. The resulting inviscid solution is incorporated

into theviscous equations and solved by the full-Newtonmethod. For
low angles of attack or lift coefficients (Cl < Clmax), the solver
provides reasonably accurate drag and Cp distribution for Mach
numbers below 1.05, which works well for this study (Mach number
of 0.3). Moreover, from the viscous solution, the laminar-to-
turbulent transition is predicted using a simplified eN method with
the N factor fixed to seven, a value representative of the turbulence
level of the NRC wind-tunnel incoming flow [20].

Figure 7 shows the XFoil-calculated polar curves for the
experimentally measured and calculated profiles for the first and
second sets of actuator displacements for angles of attack varying
from�1 to 2�, with 0.5� increments, and the highestMach number of
0.3 (see Fig. 6b). Generally speaking, the effects of the modeling
errors on the aerodynamic performance calculations decreased as the
drag coefficient decreased. The largest difference in terms of drag
coefficient (a 9.0% shift) was observed for the second set of actuator
displacements, and it corresponds to the highest Mach number and
angle of attack (Mach 0.3 and �� 2�). This result could be expected
since the second set of displacements corresponds to the greatest
thickness deviations between theflexible extrados attachment points:
	3:0%�1, 3:0%��1 	 �2�=2, and	8:2%�2. The differences in terms
of lift coefficient are less significant, and the largest value shows a
1.9% shift for the first set of displacements atMach 0.3 and���1�.

Although the modeling errors affected the predictions of the
morphing wing aerodynamic performance, the structural FEM
appears to be suitable for the optimal strokes calculations. Indeed,
Fig. 7 shows that, for both sets of actuator displacements, the angles
of attack that minimize the drag for Mach number 0.3 are the same
(�1 � 0 for the first set, and �2 ��0:5� for the second set) whether
the profile deviations are considered or not. Therefore, the structural
model can be considered ready to be coupled to an aerodynamic
solver to assess the aerostructural interaction.

III. Aerostructural Model and its
Wind-Tunnel Validation

A. Preliminary Works

Since the extrados morphing affects aerodynamic pressure dis-
tribution over the MLW, and the aerodynamic pressure distribution
affects the extrados geometry, the aerostructural interaction must be

Fig. 6 Validation of the shape modification for two sets of actuator displacements: a) bench test setup, and b) comparison of the numerical and
experimental thickness modifications.

Fig. 7 The effects of modeling error on the predicted aerodynamic

performance for the first and second sets of actuator displacements (see

also Fig. 6b).
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modeled. XFoil software is well suited to be coupled to the ANSYS
structuralmodel due to its short execution time and its capability to be
launched from an external command line. Note that at the very
beginning of theCRIAQ7.1 project, XFoilwas already being used by
our collaborators from École Polytechnique de Montréal to generate
a series of optimized airfoil profiles and to establish the technical
requirements for the MLW [21].

B. Aerostructural Interaction

The aerostructural coupling between the structural FEM and the
aerodynamic solver XFoil was achieved with an iterative algorithm
coded in ANSYS parametric design language. As sketched in Fig. 8,
for a given set of actuator strokes and flow conditions, the coupled
model solves a steady-state problem to calculate the aerodynamic
performance and actuation forces (the latter were used for SMA
actuator design; see Georges et al. [9]). Actuator strokes are applied
as vertical displacements of the transmission crank axis, whereas a
linear interpolation table is used for the aerodynamic load. To
accelerate the convergence, the initial pressure distribution corre-
sponds to that calculated byXFoil for each optimized profile, without
considering any aerostructural interaction [21]. Subsequently, the
nonlinear structural problem is solved with ANSYS, and the
aerodynamic performance of the resulting modified shape is

evaluated by XFoil. To favor an accurate viscous solution, XFoil
repanels the airfoil using splines generated from the FEM node
coordinates. During subsequent iterations, the ANSYS routine uses
the previously calculated XFoil pressure distribution to update the
pressure load interpolation table.

C. Empirical Correlation for Pressure Loading

The pressure load�p is defined by Eq. (1) as a difference between
the external pext and internal pint pressures applied to the active
structure. Given that the external pressure is directly related to the
pressure distributionCp, a new load formulation can be derived from
the dynamic q1 and the totalptot pressure data [see Eqs. (2) and (3)].
Preliminary wind-tunnel runs showed a significant pressure
evolution as the Mach number increased. Given that the closed-
circuit wind tunnel was vented to the atmospheric pressure, the
higher the Mach M number, the higher the total pressure and the
lower the pressure inside the MLW prototype [see plots f1�M� and
f2�M� in Fig. 9]. Empirical correlations were derived for the total
ptotgauge

and the internal pintgauge
pressure gauges, as shown in Eq. (4).

Finally, the pressure load applied on the flexible extrados can be
evaluated by Eq. (5), using both the f1�M� and the f2�M� correlation
functions:

�p� pext � pint (1)

pext � q1�Cp � 1� 	 ptot (2)

�p� q1�Cp � 1� 	 ptot � pint (3)

ptot � pint � ptotgauge
� pintgauge

� f1�M� � f2�M� (4)

�p� q1�Cp � 1� 	 f1�M� � f2�M� (5)

D. Aerostructural Convergence Study

A convergence study was performed to determine the reasonable
number of iterations required to achieve adequate aerostructural
coupling. For this purpose, the highest pressure loading flow case
was considered (Mach 0.3;Cl � 0:602), with actuator displacements
close to the maximum (�1 � 6:70 mm; �2 � 7:95 mm). Figure 10a
presents the maximum variations of the pressure load and shape
modifications as percentiles of the values obtained in previous
iterations, without regard to its sign, for the first 20 iterations.
Separate convergence criteria were established for both parameters:
pressure load convergence of 1% was reached at the third iteration,
while shape modification convergence of 0.001%was reached at the
fifth iteration. Therefore, theminimumnumber of iterations to ensure
an adequate convergence of the coupled aerostructural model was set
to five.

Fig. 8 Aerostructural interaction of the coupled model.

Fig. 9 Wind-tunnel pressure variations and empirical correlation.

Fig. 10 Aerostructural convergence study: a)maximumabsolute variation of thepressure loadand shapemodifications, andb) absolute variation of the

drag coefficient and location of the laminar/turbulent transition.
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For verification, the absolute values of the variation (given as a
percentile of thevalue of the previous iteration) of the drag coefficient
and of the laminar/turbulent transition over the morphing extrados
are presented in Fig. 10b for the first 20 iterations. After the third
iteration, the drag prediction remains constant, whereas the transition
point location varies between 46.4 and 46.5% of the chord length.
These results are considered satisfactory, as the maximum variation
of the transition prediction remains under 0.2% after the third
iteration. Therefore, five iterations appear to be sufficient to ensure
reliable aerostructural interaction.

When comparing two curves of Fig. 10a, the maximum pressure
load variation (
1%) is about 1000 times greater than the maximum
shape modification variation (
0:001%). This observation is
coherent with the active structure design intent, wherein the numbers
of plies and actuators were determined with the objective of ensuring
sufficient stiffness in the flexible structure, thus limiting the sensi-
tivity of the morphing structure to pressure load variations. Finally,
small continuous variations (noise) in the aerostructural model
response can be explained by the use of numerical interpolation
methods and the limited number of significant digits used for data
exchange between XFoil (six digits) and ANSYS (eight digits).

E. Validation of Coupled Model in Terms of Pressure

Distribution Calculations

To validate the aerostructural model, the pressure distribution over
the active structure extrados was experimentally measured and
compared with the numerical predictions in Fig. 11. A pressure
sensor array over the morphing extrados and a pressure port inside
the model were used for this purpose. Unfortunately, during the
installation, two reference pressure tubes near the leading edge were
pinched accidentally. Consequently, the sharp pressure peak close to
the leading edge could not be measured. Also, in the area before the
first actuator line, where the flow suddenly accelerates and
decelerates, numerical calculations overestimated the measured
aerodynamic loads. Fortunately, on the remaining part of the
morphing extrados, the numerical predictions were satisfactory. In
summary, the pressure load prediction appears to be sufficiently

reliable to allow the use of the aerostructural model for MLW shape
optimization.

IV. Actuator Stroke Optimization

A. Optimization Problem

To find the best wing profile for each of the 35 flow cases, the
actuator strokes were optimized using the aerostructural coupled
model presented earlier. The profile drag under constant-lift
conditions was selected as an objective function to minimize. Since
shape morphing affects the profile lift, an appropriate adjustment of
the angle of attack to keep the lift constant allows an objective
comparison of the morphed and unmorphed profiles. Note that for
subsonic flow, friction drag, which is the main component of the
profile drag, decreases when the boundary layer is laminar instead of
turbulent [22]. Therefore, an important laminar flow regime
enhancement is expected from optimal wing morphing.

In this work, the design range for each actuator stroke lay between
0 and 8 mm, the physical limits of the prototype. To devise an
appropriate optimization method, the objective function was first
calculated over the entire design range using 0.2 mm actuator stroke
increments, for a total of 1681 points. Each point corresponded to a
given set of two actuator strokes and required approximately 30 s of
computation time (dual-core 2.0 GHz desktop). For two particular
flow cases (M� 0:25,���1� andM� 0:25,�� 0:5�), the results

Fig. 11 Numerical and experimental pressure differentials over the flexible extrados for two aerodynamic cases: a) Mach 0.2 and ���1�, and
b) Mach 0.3 and �� 2�.

Fig. 12 Numerical drag coefficient responses for: a) Mach 0.25 and ���1�, and b) Mach 0.25 and �� 0:5�.

Table 1 Number of function evaluations

per flow condition case for different

optimization methods

Optimization method No. of function
evaluations

Full design search scan 1681
Two-step optimization 
127
Global optimization 
94
Local optimization 
33
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of this full design search scan were plotted as response surfaces with
their respective contour levels, as shown in Fig. 12. For both flow
cases, the objective function presents several local minima that
represent different optimal actuator strokes. Since the response
surfaces calculation is a very costly task if it needs to be repeated for
every possible flow condition (see Table 1), a two-step optimization
procedure has been proposed [23]. The first step, called global or
rough optimization, uses standard optimization algorithms to find a
preliminary target point near the optimum zone, and the second step,
called local optimization or fine tuning, uses a custom routine to
determine the final optimum actuation stroke.

B. Global Optimization

The presence of discontinuities in the objective function (see
Fig. 12) suggests that traditional search methods using the surface

gradients are not well suited. Thus, a direct search algorithm, the
generalized pattern search positive basis 2N, available in MATLAB
[24], was selected and is presented as an example in Fig. 13. Using a
client-defined pattern, this simple method searches among a set of
points, thereby forming a mesh around a given point. The point that
minimizes the objective function becomes the current point for the
next iteration. The pattern search was executed in MATLAB with
additional instructions, such as the actuation limits (0–8mm) and the
initial searching point, corresponding to half of the maximum
actuator stroke (�1 � �2 � 4 mm).

Stopping criteria were adjusted so that the algorithm would stop
when the distance between two consecutive points became smaller
than 0.024 mm or when the number of iterations reached 100. Each
evaluation was kept in memory by the algorithm to avoid
recomputing points located within 0.01 mm of their neighbors. For
both flow cases tested and presented in Fig. 13, searches converged
successfully (the design variable fell below 0.024 mm tolerance) to
reach the target zone, requiring about 94 function evaluations for
each case (see Table 1 for the number of objective function
evaluations).

C. Local Optimization

The local optimization algorithm used a specially developed
routine that called on the aerostructural model to evaluate all the
points surrounding the best point found during global optimization
until the optimum actuation zone was completely delimited. All
the points in this optimum zone had an objective function value
equal to or smaller than the current optimum, plus an average
tolerance of 0.2% Cd. A stroke increment of 0.2 mm was used to
sufficiently localize the optimum zone while minimizing the
number of evaluations (computation time). The optimal zones and
their centers are presented in Fig. 13 for both flow cases. The local
optimization method proved to be effective and robust, requiring
about 33 objective function evaluations for each case (see
Table 1).

Fig. 13 Two-step optimization for a) Mach 0.25 and ���1�, and b) Mach 0.25 and �� 0:5�.

Fig. 14 Optimum strokes for actuators 1 and 2, resulting from the

centers of the optimum zones.

Fig. 15 Optimization results as a function of the Mach number and the angle of attack.
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D. Optimization Results

For the 35 flow cases, the two-step optimization procedure
required 13 times less computation time than the full design search
scan. The resulting optimum strokes of two actuators were linearly
interrelated up to the second actuator 8 mm stroke limit (Fig. 14).
Note that for both actuators, the higher the Mach number and the
angle of attack, the higher the optimum strokes. Finally, an 8 mm
maximum stroke was reached for 15 of the 35 aerodynamic flow
cases, which indicates that the full benefits of morphing cannot be
exploited using current prototype configuration (see the surface
representation of Fig. 15).

V. Wind-Tunnel Validation

A. Experimental Setup

The results of numerical optimization were validated on theMLW
prototype mounted vertically in the NRC 2 � 3 m wind tunnel
(Fig. 16a). The wall interference was canceled through proper
correction of the experimental data. Two aerodynamic fences were
installed on the prototype ends to promote a two-dimensional flow
over the wing. However, despite these precautions, wind-tunnel
balance measured drag appeared to be about four times greater than
that calculated numerically, due to the presence of rigid wing ends
and aerodynamic fences. Thus, a traversing wake rake containing 41
total and four static pressure probes was added to measure the drag
coefficient more accurately using the momentum method. Two
proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controllers were used to
command the actuator strokes using linear potentiometer feedback
[10]. For the 35 flow conditions generated in the wind tunnel, open-
loop MLW control was performed by applying 35 numerically
optimized stroke combinations compiled inside a database
(Fig. 16b).

B. Morphing Wing Performance

Wing morphing resulted in a reduced drag under quasi-constant-
lift conditions. Using balance lift and wake pressure measurements,
Fig. 17 presents the morphing test results for eight flow cases
covering the flow condition range of interest: Mach 0.2 and 0.3, with
angles of attack varying from �1 to 2�, incremented by 1�. As
presented in Figs. 17a and 17b, the measured drag reduction varies
between 14.5 and 26.7%, with an average value of 18.5%.
Unfortunately, the measured lift forces were found to slightly
decrease during morphing (average value of 9%), suggesting that the
angle-of-attack adjustments (reduction) required to compensate for
the lift increase caused by morphing were overestimated. However,

Fig. 16 Wind-tunnel setup: a) experimental MLW and b) open-loop
control.

Fig. 17 Numerical and experimental morphing effects over the a–b) aerodynamic lift vs drag coefficients and over the c–d) laminar flow transition for

flow conditions ranging from ���1 to 2� (1� increments) at a given Mach number (a and c: Mach 0.2; b and d: Mach 0.3).
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the considerable shift in the polar curve due towingmorphing proves
the effectiveness of open-loop control. In other words, the shape
optimization realized with the aerostructural model allows theMLW
drag reduction potential to be experimentally validated.

In addition, the IR thermography technique shows that the
boundary-layer laminar/turbulent transition location xtr over the
upper surface of the wing is extended toward the trailing edge when
the shape is morphed (Figs. 17c and 17d). This effect results in a
laminar flow extension from 0 to 35%c, with an average value of
25%c for the eight flow conditions. Figure 18 presents a 31%c
laminar flow regime extension for the Mach 0.2 and �� 2� flow
case, based on the temperature picture comparison of the unmorphed
profile (xtr � 27%c) with the morphed profile (xtr � 58%c). These
IR results, together with the balance and wake rake pressure
measurements, prove the feasibility of a significant drag reduction

(reduction of aircraft fuel consumption and greenhouse gas
emission) through the enhancement of the laminar flow regime over
the upper surface of an experimental MLWequipped with an active
extrados.

C. Discussion of Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results

The drag reduction obtained during morphing, as well as the
laminarflow regime enhancement, was consistent with the numerical
predictions, as presented in Fig. 17. However, the numerical
aerodynamic coefficients (lift and drag) and the transition point were
almost uniformly shifted over the entire test space. For example, the
drag measured by the wake rake was greater than that predicted,
which can have two possible explanations. It could be explained by
the interference of the pressure sensors on the wing surfaces,
diminishing the flow velocity measured by the wake rake, or it could
be because the two-dimensional aerodynamic solver XFoil does not
describe any three-dimensional effects, which reduces the effective
angle of attack: the lower the angle of attack, the greater the laminar
flow extent over the extrados and the smaller the drag.

XFoil generally gives an optimistic prediction of the laminar flow
regime development (Pagès [20]), whereas the calculated laminar
flow over the extrados is closer to the leading edge than that
experimentally measured by the IR camera. One explanation could
be an overestimation of the wind-tunnel turbulence intensity due to
the underestimation of the N factor. However, in such a case, the
calculated drag and lift forces would have been, respectively, higher
and lower than the experimental data, which is not the case. Finally,
despite the noticeable differences between the experimental and
numerical results, the consistent drag reduction and laminar flow
improvement obtained in the wind tunnel prove the reliability of the
aerostructural model and its utility for MLW shape optimization.

VI. Beyond Prototype Physical Limitations

Having determined that a significant improvement of the
aerodynamic performance of a morphing wing can be obtained, the
following question can now be raised: to what extent do the actuator
stroke limitations (maximum stroke of 8mm) affect a wing’s optimal
aerodynamic performance? To answer this question, the stroke
optimization study was repeated without considering the prototype’s
physical limitations, and the results are presented in Figs. 19 and 20.

If the unmorphed profile is considered as the reference, the
unlimited optimization offers better performance than the limited
optimization, especially for high Mach numbers (Fig. 21a) and high
angles of attack (Fig. 21b), because these conditions are indeed less
favorable to maintain a laminar flow regime [22]. However, the gain
in drag reduction is relatively small:�30:2 instead of�27:3% for the
conditions least favorable to laminarflow (Mach 0.3 and�� 2�). For
the 15 flow cases where actuation strokes exceed 8 mm, the mean
relative drag reduction is only improved by less than 1%, a value that
might not justify the efforts and complexity related to such a
significant extension of the maximum actuator strokes (from 8 to
13.8 mm).

Fig. 18 Laminar/turbulent flow transition over the active structure

using IR thermography visualization for Mach 0.2 and �� 2�:

a) unmorphed profile and b) morphed profile.

Fig. 19 Optimum strokes for actuators 1 and 2, with no physical

limitations of the actuation strokes (to be compared with Fig. 14).

Fig. 20 Optimization results as a function of the Mach number and the angle of attack, without consideration of the prototype’s physical limits.
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VII. Conclusions

The wind-tunnel optimization of the MLW profile was success-
fully realized using a coupled aerostructural numerical model. An
ANSYS structural FEM of theMLWwas first validated under wind-
off conditions using experimentally measured actuator force-
displacement characteristics and wing profile modifications. The
structural model was then coupled with the XFoil aerodynamic
solver, and the aerostructural model was calibrated and validated
using experimental wind-tunnel pressure data. Finally, the MLW
optimization problem was solved using a two-step search algorithm
to determine the optimum actuator strokes to be applied, using an
open-loop control approach. The experimental results provided by a
wind-tunnel balance, a wake rake, and an IR camera showed a
significant aerodynamic performance enhancement in terms of drag
reduction and laminar boundary-layer improvement due to wing
morphing. A successful comparison of the experimental and
numerical results validated the utility of the aerostructural model for
an open-loop control of the MLW, despite its inherent limitations to
describe miscellaneous three-dimensional aerodynamic effects.

To reduce the difference between the numerical and the experi-
mental results, and thus promote the search for better MLW
morphing shapes, the use of a higher fidelity numerical method is
recommended. To come closer to applying theMLWconcept to a real
aircraft, serious consideration of the linear relationship between both
actuator strokes presented in Fig. 14 is warranted. In this case, only
one actuator connected to a multisegment transmission mechanism
could power two or more actuation lines. Also, it was found that
actuator strokes vary continuously with respect to the Mach number
and angle-of-attack evolution (see the surface of Fig. 15). This
particularity allows the use of simple interpolation to feed an open-
loop controller within a given range of flow conditions. The next step
of this project is to develop a closed-loop morphing control strategy
using real-time aerodynamic performance feedback signals, such as
balance coefficients or IR data, to fully benefit from the potential
offered by a MLW. Through the study presented by Coutu et al.
[11,12], the aerostructural model serves as an estimator, accelerating
the real-time optimizer convergence toward an optimum morphed
shape.
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